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UNSTOPPABLE YARINGA BOATIE DOES IT AGAIN! Peter Payne is now on his third major boat
restoration at Yaringa in as many years. Peter transformed Lady Dorothy, then Sherazade now it’s a Trimaran. Story page 5

Yaringa Fishing Club

Thirty two members joined up for
the season & twenty boats entered
the comps finishing last month.
Next comp starts in October with
pre-season drinks & meeting for
members and others interested in
joining on Monday 9th September
at Café Yaringa. Drinks &
Sausage Sizzle starts at 6 pm.
Meeting 7 pm Food and drinks
complimentary. Partners welcome.
Mark your calendar or diary
Yaringa Fishing Club 2002 Dinner
& Presentation Night was booked out at
Café Yaringa. A splendid meal & a medley
of boating & harbour songs by Belinda Gray
was followed by Phil, of Reel Adventure
Fishing Charters, presenting 25 trophies &
awards sponsored by Yaringa contractors &
boat service operators (listed on page 11).

Yaringa Yacht Club

After another successful summer
series, the 2002 winter challenge
began J une 1 5 with 28
participating yachts. Yaringa’s
year round races are well
supported with large fleets. If you
have not yet
entered for this current series it’s
not too late! Enter right now!
Have you booked in yet???

Yaringa Dinner & Yacht
Club Presentation Evening
Sha’ron Receptions-Pearcedale

Sat 6th July 2002: 7 pm for 7.30
Courtesy bus departs Yaringa 6.45
Book at Yaringa Office by 30 June
Complimentary Beer / Champagne BYO Wine
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HARBOUR HAPPENINGS: WHAT’S NEW & COMING UP AT YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR?

THE MAKING OF LUMEAH ROAD
The sealing of the last 500 metres of Lumeah Road brings to an end a fifteen year battle for the road to be
made. It also means an end to the frustrating shake, rattle and roll approaching the marina, which we have
all suffered over the years in-between the far too infrequent gradings of the unmade section.
For those who may be
wondering, there was no
sudden change of heart by
Council to make the road or to
pay the cost. The Shire simply
gave Stefan permission to
organise the making of the
road and for him to invite
property owners to share the
cost.
Fortunately Peter, new owner
of the Caravan Park, unlike
his predecessor agreed to
make a significant contribution which along
with contributions by residential owners made
it feasible and the project proceeded. With
money forthcoming through Stefan’s own
initiative the Shire softened a little and
undertook to provide some minor assistance
including on-going maintenance of the road.
Yaringa member and consulting
engineer
Brian Elliott, offered to oversee the project
with Stefan, which he did with cool efficiency
and competence, meeting targets & keeping
costs to a minimum through his skills,
experience & contacts. THANKS BRIAN!
Yaringa employees Neville Huck Kojak and Kenny worked tirelessly dawn to dusk driving machinery,
creating drainage lines & labouring
wherever needed. Brian & Stefan
gave the highest praise to the team.
The transformation of the road has
been widely acclaimed for it’s
width and smoothness. The
environmentally friendly brown
rock finish rolled over the bitumen
seal has been queried by some
users who have previously not
noticed this type of road finish. To
set the record straight it is exactly
the same as any bitumen road
except in colour. Brown rock is
sometimes used in small towns,
where residents or Councils wish
to avoid the harsh blue/grey
usually associated with bitumen
roads, and in many National Parks.
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HARBOUR HAPPENINGS: WHAT’S NEW & COMING UP AT YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR?

From Smooth Sealed Road to
Silky Asphalt: another transformation!

Northern Walkway & Day berth
Upgrade now Back on Track

The chance to upgrade and extend access roads and
car parking at the Harbour at huge cost savings was
far too good an opportunity to miss while the plant
and equipment was on site for the making of Lumeah
Road. Supervised by Brian Elliott and Stefan, the
Southern Car park was graded and rocked as were the
hard standing areas both at No 1 and No 3 Lumeah
Road and access roads to and within the trailer boat
dry storage compound. All car parks will be asphalted
over time but a very significant step has now been
taken in grading, applying base rock and asphalting
the turning circle outside the Yaringa gates along the
main entrance road and the entire Northern Car Park
out to the Eastern Gateway. As several members have
commented, it’s a bit like driving on silk!

After more than 15 years of use, the steel sections
of the floating pontoons supporting the northern
walkway are showing the worse for wear. So they
are being replaced over this winter a section at a
time with fully galvanised sections fabricated by
Paul Whitley and come with a lifetime guarantee!

The white linema rking
has
made
parking
easier and safer
while additional
lighting along
the
e ntra nce
road and around
the Harbour has
increased security and made movement at night more
convenient. A new concrete path now links Yaringa
Boat Sales, Magnit Marine, The Chandlery, and Clow
Marine Electronics. The Boat Sales area has been
upgraded externally with plans by Phil & Merrilyn for
a new office complex.

As part of expanding and upgrading the Day berth
area which is currently underway, the Boat Sales
berths will be moved along and a berth for Reel
Adventure Fishing Charters sited below the Café,
making passenger loading safer & convenient.

Delayed somewhat by other significant projects,
the Harbour construction team, headed up by our
popular Harbour master Neville Hard, has now
completed the first stage of the walkway out at the
eastern end. When the upgrading of the pontoons is
completed Dave Johnson will install power supply
units with lights and individual earth leakage
protection to all berths as on the South Walkway.

And Coming Up….
An additional, more central access ramp to the
Northern walkway will achieve several objectives.
It will save significantly on walking back and forth
and for transporting gear to and from boats berthed
further out the walkway. It will spread car parking
to the new eastern extension and ease congestion
west of the Café. And it will allow Paul Whittley a
fair chance of snatching a parking spot right at the
walkway and closer to his beloved boat!

Also Coming Up….
More rock is ordered for the upper level hard stand
area and for outside the new boat building complex
still under construction in the Yaringa Boat Services
complex at No 3 Lumeah Rd. A third Hardstand
compound is soon to be developed at No 2 Lumeah
Rd to cater for a surge of enquiries for powered sites
to carry out major refits and boat restoration projects.
The popular concrete path to the South walkway will
be extended to the South Car Park Extension when
that area is further developed, while the Northern Car
park extension will open when the new access ramp
to the North walkway is built by Paul Whittley.

Waste Pump-out Facility Approved

Yaringa Boat Harbour in conjunction with the
Coastal Management Board, Environment
Australia and the Department of Heritage and
Environment has successfully applied for a boat
waste pump out facility to be installed on the
visitors’ berth at the marina. Waste will be piped
to the new Waste Treatment Plant. This is a
significant development for the Harbour and it’s
members as legislation on the discharge of waste
into bays and waterways closes down traditional
As they say improvements may happen slowly down at disposal methods. When holding tanks become
Yaringa but at least they DO happen eventually!
compulsory we will have the appropriate facilities
at no extra cost to berth holders and for the
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Feature Story UNSTOPPABLE YARINGA BOATIE DOES IT AGAIN!
Peter Payne: The Man & his boats: From building 12’ Racing Dinghies and
Boomerang 20s to a 50’ Cruiser, ahead of buying rebuilding & skippering a 300 tonne
Paddle Steamer, Peter has fully restored two boats at Yaringa and has just started his third.

One-time Vice Commodore of Mordialloc Yacht Club and long-time boating enthusiast, yachty, boat
builder, boat restorer and Murray River Paddle Steamer Captain Peter Payne has an extraordinarily rich
history of maritime experience which he modestly keeps to himself
unless questioned in earnest. Many Yaringa members have walked
past Peter busily working alone in the Hardstand area, but few have
any idea that this qualified shipwright has built so many boats that he
lost count decades ago. Amongst our Yaringa membership probably
only Maestro legendary designer & shipwright Ossie Whitley, with
thousands of boats to his name, can actually claim a greater output.
And just as the famous Jedda was one of Ossie’s contributions to the
world of trailer sailers, Peter made a significant contribution in the
sixties by redesigning & building the very first two fibreglass Boomerangs to hit the water, paving the
way for the Boomerang 20 to make a big impact on the trailer sailer market.

Peter began his apprenticeship as a traditional boat builder in Beaumaris at the age of 15, just a year or
so after he had built his first boat– a VJ 12’ racing dinghy. He became a founding member of Parkdale
Yacht Club, buying, doing up & selling Sharpies to fund his habit and went on to compete at State Title
level in this popular 20’ racing class. He started out on his own at the age of 21, restoring a 35’ Cruiser,
but later joined a boat building works on the Mordialloc Creek Island before joining a Cheltenham boat
works to build a 50 footer and carry out repairs to boats of all dimensions and descriptions.

Next time he launched out on his own was in Port MacDonnell SA where he built 3 timber trawlers a
year, while running the slipway as Harbour Master to top up his boat building income. But education of
the children brought him back to Melbourne where he worked in a Mordialloc factory until 1974. Then,
as one would, he bought a Paddle Steamer. That’s right, a full-blown-fair-dinkum Murray River paddle
steamer – the Wanera weighing 300 tonnes and under survey to carry & sleep 40 passengers!
After 9 months and a full re-build Peter successfully ran her for many years as an overnight cruise boat
on the Murray out of Mildura. But like all the Payne vessels she had a price and after the sale Peter
turned to skippering and repairing other Paddle Steamers before semi-retiring to Merimbula where,
amongst other things, he ran a successful Hire Boat business.
Enticed back to the Murray River
however, Peter came out of retirement
to become Master of the Emmy Lou at
Echuca. Eventually he received another
offer he couldn’t refuse from Mildura
where he came full circle returning as
Master of two Paddle Steamers, the
Rothbury and the Melbourne He still
skippers them to this day, commuting
from Somerville in-between restoring
his Trimaran at the Harbour, purchased
of course, from Yaringa Boat Sales.

Peter Payne stands proudly on his fully restored Koonya ‘Sherazade’

Hopefully when he is called up to
Mildura (less frequently nowadays)
Captain Payne skippers those two
Paddle Steamers one at a time!!!
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OBITUARY

Elizabeth Lucas

We were all saddened to learn of the
recent passing of Elizabeth Lucas.
Doug and Beth have been long-time
Yaringa members & their immaculate
Jedda Kismet 3 is a familiar sight at the
Harbour & in Yaringa Yacht Races
with son John & crew assisting. They
have a caravan at the Park next door to
Yaringa to maximise use of Kismet 3.
Ossie & Diedre Whittley, friends of
Doug and Elizabeth for more than 20
years, attended a memorial service on
at St Paul’s church Canterbury on May
30. Mac Craig, whose Jedda Mudlark
is also familiar to many, was another
Yaringa representative at the service
able to pass on condolences to the
Lucas family on our behalf.
Mac reports the church as overflowing,
with hundreds of friends from many
walks of life. Bishop John Reid who
married Elizabeth & Doug in his very
first marriage ceremony in 1955
delivered a message of hope. The
e ulogy touc hed on Eli zabe th's
childhood on an orchard, education at
Tintern, love of gardening, travel and
of course sailing, meeting a nd
marrying Doug a young dentist, in the
fifties and raising three children and
countless thousands of chicks on their
Wonga Park property. During her
failing health over the past 10 years
Elizabeth still sailed regularly from
Yaringa all-year-round. She will

Artist David Dearn

Letter to the Editor from Mac Craig of ‘Mudlark’

Having a Whale of a Time off Tankerton
Dear Frank,
The fifth day of winter proved
to be yet another clear, sunny
day for sailing. On a flat sea
with an ebbing tide, and carried
along on a 10k. nor-easterly, it
was a smooth glide to Sandy
Point in just over two hours.
The convenient tide turned at
13.30 and we set sail for home
on a close reach - pure bliss!

Looking back now I wonder
we were not a bit scared. One
slap of their giant tails could
have overturned the yachts. I
did however remind the crew
where life jackets are stored!!

We reckoned they were a little
over twice the length of
Mudlark - say fifteen metres.
We hove-to there in awe and
reverence for these massive
At 1400h. I saw what appeared animals who seemed quite
to be two very large, very black content with our presence.
dolphins frolicking between us
and Tankerton Jetty. Fifteen My research on the web this
minutes later they surfaced two morning has shown me that
hundred metres away. But they these humpbacks were most
weren’t dolphins at all!
likely a young, sexually
mature male and female
They were humpback whales. taking their part in the annual
migratory cycle
from
feedin g
gro unds
in
Antarctica
to
warm waters of
Hervey Bay Q.
Although
I’ve
s a i l e d
Westernport for
the past twenty
years, I have
Tail of Humpback whale
ne ve r
seen
a n y t h i ng
so
For the next hour we were held wonderful. This I wanted to
spell-bound by their play. They share with you.
Cheers
dived, gave a great tail slapping Mac
show, spouted three metre Ed: Thanks to Mac & crew of
fountains, did full body rolls ‘Mudlark’ for this captivating
and dived again to surface only report. Mudlark sailed in tandem
with another Jedda berthed at
fifty metres from Mudlark & Y ari nga, ‘ Sadar ar’ s o hi s
Sadara. There they lay fascinating encounter was shared
motionless, huge fins raised like with Howard Kinns & crew. One of
sails, watching us as we circled. Howard’s crew believes there have

paints boats & seascapes amongst
other subjects and sells his works at
markets such as Mornington Market
on Wednesdays. David will sketch
your boat on
site & you get a
framed
and
authe nticate d
original water
colour to hang
in your lounge
room for $285
Call David on
9874 8945 or
talk to owners
of ‘Lone Gull’
or 'Reflection’ (David Dearn painting of Letters & reports like this are always welcome. Email any item, any time:
‘Reflection’ as above is 550x450 framed)

yaringa@pen.hotkey.net.au or mail: Frank Gray 1 Lumeah Rd Somerville 3912
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After Alaska! Kimberley by Sea.
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InFATuating launch: Whittleys team

John Cocks of ‘Allegiance’ obliged with this report. up to build a Roberts 45 and InFATuation
Last year we travelled with the College for Seniors by hits the water at Yaringa Boat Harbour
Oddyssey Travel to Alaska, enjoying talks on flora, Yaringa personality Paul Whittley somehow never looked
fauna, geology, glaciology, archaeology, and marine life, quite right sailing the little red Kestrel his Dad had built a
as well as on-land tours, and top class shipboard life.
few decades ago. Especially when he headed out the
channel with all the kids and a couple of mates on board.
This year we signed up again for the Kimberley from
The gunnels of the little 17 footer always seemed
Darwin on a 24 berth motorised Cat , the Coral Princess. precariously low in the water, although they often looked
Working slowly to Broome over 11 days, we enjoyed mysteriously higher on the return trip possibly linked to
aboriginal artworks, waterfalls & crocs, plus excellent the empty Esky being passed ashore!
lectures on board on local indigenous paintings, geology,
fauna, flora, and early exploration. We stopped at King Acquiring a huge hull and fitting it out with the assistance
George River west of Bonaparte Gulf travelling under the of his famous shipwright father Ossie Whittley changed
famous falls in a small Zodiac; Low Rocks near Cape all that and it was a proud father & son team at the launch
Bougainville, nesting place for migratory birds; Bigge
Island with its aboriginal rock art and 10 metre tides; then
Prince Frederick Harbour and the Hunter River with its
extensive mangroves and native birds.
A Helicopter trip to the Mitchell plateau and falls set
against a spectacular red landscape was breathtaking as
was the speed and heights of our door less copter! Then to
the notorious Prince Regent River with the beautiful
Kings Cascades and on to Langgi and its burial sites.
We swam at many places but swimming in pools above
the Scotties Creek waterfall in Doubtful Sound was
memorable. Montgomery Reef with 12 miles by 13 miles
of coral reef and waterfalls was truly amazing. From Raft
Point and discovering wonderful Wandjina cave art we of this magnificent yacht a few months back. Now he can
tackled ferocious white water in a Zodiac in Talbot Bay, cruise out the channel without hesitation and the whole
then took the Catamaran through when the tide was slack. family, all his mates and a much bigger Esky on board!
The local pearl farming was interesting. A cooling off
swim in a beautiful pool above the falls in Crocodile
Creek was worth the slight anxiety of checking carefully
for crocs, as the high tide rises to above the falls.
The Cat’s ‘bridge’ was always open and charts accessible
to those of us interested in how the Captain handled the
tricky waters with thousands of islands, rocks and shoals.
Passing Cockatoo and Koolan Islands and the silica beach
on Hidden Island we were navigated through the
Buccaneer Archipelago to Pender Bay for bird watching
(35 species in 20 minutes) and to the Lacepede Islands
where about 17,000 pairs of brown boobies and chicks
together with 3,500 pairs of frigate birds and their chicks,
mixed it with turtles popping their heads up to see the
intruders.
Disembarking at Broome we were able to reflect on the
highlights: spectacular scenery, and red rock formations;
the size of the harbours amongst multiple islands; the
magnitude of waterfalls; the aboriginal art; the extensive
mangroves; the variety of bird life; the crocs, burial
grounds…..the list is endless. The cruise was not cheap
and the average age on our trip was probably around 70,
but we all shared enquiring minds and were well looked
after by a friendly and helpful crew. For more info go to:
www.coralprincess.com.au Hope this is of some interest.

Proud Dad Ossie
and Son Paul
(above) wait
while popular
Yaringa Marina
Assistant Huck
(left) disconnects
securing lines so

InFATuation
can gracefully
enter the water.
Congrats to Paul
& Ossie on a very
successful launch.
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Travelling Tuckers call it a day!
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After 2 years hard work

restoring ‘Hakuna Matata’ at Yaringa & 2 years on the high seas Brian & Anne Tucker
lost their yacht at midnight on 1st Jan 2002. They struck a submerged shipwreck
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Travelling Tuckers call it a day!
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‘Hakuna Matata’ sinks in South Africa 1st Jan

IS IT TIME FOR YOU TO SLIP AGAIN?
Marina Staff will slip, pressure blast, antifoul and replace your annodes at
very reasonable prices. Or we’ll do the slipping & washdown. You do the rest.
See Frank or Rob at the office for a booking or ring 5977 4154.

Need a deck wash & cut/polish to the topsides of the hull?
See Kojak at Kojak’s Boatshed, behind Harbour Compond, or ring 5977 3027
YARINGA CHANDLERY stocks a wide range of antifouling,
annodes and all your slipway requirements ring Doug 5977 4177
Trailer Boat Owners Please take note of Stefan’s often repeated trailer request:
JOCKEY WHEELS. While handy for raising & lowering caravans, horse floats & boat trailers
for road towing, their thin walls, dodgy winders and weak wheels make conventional jockey
wheels quite unsuitable for tractor launch & retrieval of boats. We do not take responsibility for
jockey wheels of any type but can suggest a cheaper, more suitable & longer lasting alternative.
A simple length of 50 mm gal pipe with a sole plate installed at whatever height achieves that
elusive drainage angle, allows you to take your shiny jockey wheel home ready for when you
take your trailer on the road. You can make one yourself or call Kojak at Kojak’s Boatshed

5977 3027 and he’ll make & fit a basic stand for around $35. (slightly more for adjustable)
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Ye Olde Seamanship Quiz Courtesy of Elizabeth Stevenson & Allan Coxson ‘Brittania 11’
1

Is a ‘Handy Billy’:
a A device for making a quick cup of tea?
b A small tackle for general use?
c A crew member who lives near the marina?
2 Is a ‘cringle’:
a A rope grommet fitted with a thimble?
b A form of sail pleating?
c Something to do with Christmas presents?
3 Is a ‘becket’
a A New Zealand bucket?
b An old geezer murdered in a Cathedral?
c A loop or ring of rope forming a handle?
4 Is a ‘foul berth’:
a One next to a crew member with wind?
b One with no room to swing at anchor?
c A berth downwind from the dump master?
5 Is a Flemish Coil:
a A rope flaked down in a coil?
b A continental cake?
c A Belgian form of birth control?
6 Is a Holiday:
a Part of a Cliff Richard film?
b An area missed while painting?
c What everybody else seems to be having?
7 To flake is:
a To coil a rope up?
b To coil a rope so that it will run freely?
c To eat something from a chip shop?
8 Is rope measured:
a By eye?
b By circumference?
c By saying ‘That’ll do” to Doug or Heather?
9 Which end of a new rope coil do you take first:
a The bottom inside end?
b The top outside end?
c The end that Doug gave you?
10 Is a paunch mat used for:
a Protecting one’s stomach at the meal table?
b Protecting the cockpit table?
c Protecting from chafe?
11 Which waterway do you travel from west to
east to go from east to west?
a The Suez Canal
b The Alimentary Canal
c The Panama Canal
12 A Flinder’s Bar is:
a The pub down the road?
b A bar of soft iron forming part of a standard
compass, named after Captain Flinders
c a sandbar at the entrance to Westernport

13 How many bells are traditionally rung on a ship
at midnight on December 31st?
a Sixteen
b As many as your mobile can remember?
c Who cares – its New Years Eve
14 A Scotchman is:
a A person from northern UK with a well
deserved reputation for parsimony?
b A bag pipe basher?
c A rope, a grommet, a piece of wood or hide
when used to prevent chafe?
15 The Tie Breaker:
The wind was west,
and we sailed free;
Yet west steered we;
How can that be?
ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 19
ATTENTION COMPASS & DUNCANSON OWNERS

from Elizabeth & Allan ‘Brittania 11’
There are now web pages dedicated to Compass designs
together with Northerner 28 and Duncanson 29 designs.
The addresses are http://communities.ninemsn.com.au/
compass2829Yachts and http://cust.idl.com.au/domar/
I can also recomme nd Geoff Rabel’s book ‘The Small
Yacht Owner’s Ideas Book’ to all yacht owners, not
just Compass fanatics. Copies of the order form are
in the marina office.
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Yaringa Fishing Club 2001/2002 News
Fish on the bite

numbers.

Overall it was a good season
for Yaringa anglers with a
bumper season for Gummies.
Elephant Fish were plentiful
and some superb Snapper
were bagged but they were a
bit elusive on Comp days with
many undersized Snapper
returned to the water for next
s e as on. Whitin g we re
consistent but in smaller

Growing Membership

ratification
September.

on

Mon

9th

Membership rose dramatically
to 32 paid-up members this
year. Yaringa staff continued to
organise Comps & Presentation
Night as no-one came forward
to offer last year. There are two
offers for this season David
Prosser (Pres) & Kris Emery
(Sec) whose nominations will be
put to the membership for

Next comps start in October
with pre-season drinks and
meeting for members and
others interested in joining on
Monday 9th September at
Café Yaringa. Free Drinks &
Sausage Sizzle starts at 6 pm.
Me e t ing 7. 00 P ar tne rs
welcome. Comp Organisers

Next Fishing Comps

Fishing Comp Results 2001/2002
Congratulations to all participants & winners
***Special thanks to all sponsors as listed below***
CATEGORY

WEIGHT

TROPHY WINNERS

SPECIAL AWARDS

SNAPPER
3.840 g M104 Reef Runner Brian Elliott M2 Geoff De Knight (Clow Marine Electronics)
ELEPHANT
4.150 g M8 Costalot Margaret Brak M33 Bevan Mullet (Superior Spars & Rigging)
WHITING
.520 g M33 Lady Mullet Otto
M64 Lyndon Leembruggen
FLATHEAD
.860 g M128 Mikazba Max Amos
M127 Rob Hingston Tarni 11(Supreme Marine)
TREVALLY
.610 g M15 Osprey Kris Emery
M 23 Barry Stephenson (Mermaid Marine)
SALMON
.760 g M36 Bayliner KevinWalker
M127 Rob Hingston Tarni (Kojak’s Boatshed)
PIKE
1.100 g M73 Swan Trevor Lawrence N13 Maurice Douglas (Mermaid Marine)
GUMMY
5.680 g M128 Rob Stokie and M75 Johnny Vargas 4.380 (2 trophies awarded)
OVERALL Total Haul: First
53.95 g M128 Mikazba Max Amos
Second
41.32 g M33 Lady Mullet Bevan Mullet
Third
30.10 g M 23 Scam 2 Barry Stephenson

SPONSORS OF TROPHIES & PRIZES ****Thanks to all sponsors from Fishing Club Members
Reel adventure Fishing Charters
Seaford Bait & Tackle (Rod & Reel)
Yaringa Chandlery (Rod & Reel)

Clow Marine Electronics
Superior Spars & Rigging
Mermaid Marine Sewing

Supre me Marine
Kojak’s Boatshed
Yaringa Boat Harbour

FISHING CLUB FATHER & SON TEAMS FISHING AT YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR
Elliotts with Snapper

Douglas’s with Pike

De Knights with Gummy Shark

De Knight Gummy at Weigh-in

Heading out to catch a feed?

Don’t forget to pick up your bait and ice from

YARINGA CHANDLERY Open
7 days year
round for bait,
ice & fishing
tackle.
Call Doug or
Heather

5977 4177

9789 0597
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YARINGA MARINE NATIONAL PARK
Info from Parks Victoria www.nre.vic.gov.au

Yaringa Marine National Park
This marine national park is one of three in Western
Port. It protects intertidal mudflats as well as
significant extensive mangroves and saltmarsh
areas in one of the least disturbed and least
accessible parts of the bay. The park contains areas
of national zoological significance for water birds
and waders.

Marine Parks

The new marine parks will preserve Victoria’s
distinctive marine ecosystems for current and future
generations to enjoy. Victoria’s marine national
parks system will be unrivalled in Australia for its
comprehensiveness and diversity and will be the
most progressive system in the world for highly
protected marine
areas.

Location

Yaringa
Marine
National Park is
one of five marine
national parks in
V i c t o r i a ’s
Emba y me nt
biophysical region.
It is 980 hectares
in size and located in Western Port, 9 kms southwest of Tooradin, and adjacent to Quail Island
Nature Conservation Reserve. The park extends
along the coastline north of Yaringa private
marina to the eastern coastline of Quail Island.

From Trailer Sailer to Supersail 30 to
Corsair 3600 in 4 years at Yaringa
In 1998 Tony Quixley wandered up to the Yaringa stand at
the Melbourne Boatshow and accepted an invitation to
attend a Yaringa Open Day later that year. Impressed by
what he discovered on his open day visit, especially the
launch, retrieval & wash down service offered, he booked
his trailer sailer into a dry berth. However he was soon
looking for a keelboat & found a superb 30’ Supersail
Mandu, selling his boat through Yaringa Boat Sales in
1999. Now he’s sold Mandu to ‘2 yacht Harbourmaster’
Neville Hard & found something bigger– an 11 metre fibre
glass Cat, a 5 year
old ex charter
from
Hamilton
I sl and.
He
modestly calls his
Corsair 3600 “
My new Home”
but from these
pictures we’d call
it a sheer luxury
home

Features

The park includes mangroves, sheltered intertidal
mudflats and saltmarsh. The relatively undisturbed
mangrove & saltmarsh habitats of Watson Inlet and
Quail Island are of State geomorphological
significance. Mangroves are vital to the bay
ecosystem and provide an important habitat for a
number of invertebrates, marine snails & bivalves
and adult & juvenile fish. The intertidal mudflats
are of national zoological significance as roosting
and foraging areas for waders & water birds. The
area is part of the international-listed Western Port
Ramsar wetlands.
The adjacent coast supports sand heathland, coastal
saltmarsh and low woodland dominated by manna
gums. Quail and Chinaman Islands are of State
botanical and zoological significance and are
managed as a nature conservation reserve.

What can I do in Yaringa Marine Park?

Sheer Luxury Home on the water

From Top:

The park has no restrictions on cruising & Entrance Stairwell & Hallway; Lounge & Dining Room;
sightseeing by yachts and power boats, Private Study/control centre; Kitchen/galley; Master
Bedroom; En-suite/head. (Full colour photos are stunning!)
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Yaringa Yacht Club YARINGA

YES

BOAT SALES WINTER SERIES 2002

YES
The Summer Series Presentation Dinner is on 6th July

7pm at Sha’ron Receptions Pearcedale. BOOK NOW!

YES

5977 4154

The Winter Series second race is on Sat 29th June

starting 1400 hrs. ENTER NOW! 9782 2927

(forms at Marina office)

As only your best 5 races count & there are 5 to go it’s not too late to enter

YES

The recent meeting to form the Yacht Club was well

supported ensuring a strong future for Yaringa Yacht Races

John Turnbull, Bob Clow, Mel, Howard Kinns & Keith Wakeman have
offered to be office bearers and hopefully other hands will go up prior
to the next meeting. Please contact John Turnbull 9782 2927 to offer !!
YARINGA BOAT SALES
WINTER SERIES 2002
Race Dates

Race 1.Sat. Jun 15 1400 hrs
Race 2.Sat Jun 29 1400 hrs
Race 3.Sat Jul 13 1330 hrs
Race 4.Sat Jul 27 1330 hrs
Race 5.Sat Aug 10 1230 hrs
Race 6.Sat Aug 24 1230 hrs
A byo BBQ is held at Yaringa
after each race. Visiting yachts
welcome to stay overnight free.
Thanks again Bob Clow & Crew
on Lady Irene for your tireless
commitment to Yaringa yacht
racing as starter, referee, rescuer,
handicapper and holder- togetherof-the-show until someone else
offers to give you a break. A huge
turn out at short notice for your
surprise 60th dinner acknowledged Division 2 Winners of the Summe r Series
the gratitude of many.
Tony Downey & Crew on Tir Na Nog

STERNCHASER

The annual Yaringa Chandlery Sternchaser race sponsored by Doug & Heather Arnott was again a hotly
contested event with honours going to Geoff Peplar & crew on Vectis in first place, Peter Randall & crew on
Surprise-second and Neville Hard & crew on Mandu-third. We note that Peter has upgraded from Surprise
to Blue Moves while Neville has upgraded from Morvah to Mandu but they’ll still need to get a wriggle on to
keep ahead of Allan Cornwell and crew on Frangipani who came home flying and would probably have taken
out the race given a few more minutes. Congratulations to all participants & trophy winners on this fun day.

YARINGA RACE RESULTS ON THE NET www.users.bigpond.com/billfairley
Or go direct to the Yaringa website: www.yaringa.com.au
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The Annual Marlay Point to Paynesville Night Race - Two Perspectives by veteran race
participants from Yaringa: Kenton Lillecrapp on Justo Plus and Kevin Corcoran on Champagne Charlie.
Ke nton writes: What a disaster! Our fifth Marlay the front of the fleet and feeling very confident when

Point race & we received a DNF – Did Not Finish!! the wind started to really gust. We went back to a
smaller jib and started to reef back the main. This was
March long weekend is Marlay Point Overnight our undoing. Something relatively easy in daylight is
Race weekend. This race is kind of addictive. Once much harder in the dark and before we knew it we
you have done it, you keep coming back, although had lost all forward momentum, being blown
in the middle of Saturday night, you start to ask sideways into the scrub on the bank. No matter what
yourself why. The race starts at the top end of the we did we could not get off with the wind blowing
Gippsland Lakes at the Lake Wellington Yacht hard against the side of the boat. With a shrug of
Club at Marlay Point, crosses Lake Wellington, shoulders we started the motor, accepting a 20%
then through McLennan Strait, down Lake Victoria, penalty.
around Raymond Island and then back through the
finish at the Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club at On we went, again under a reefed main, until 200
Paynesville. Start time is 7.30 pm and so most of metres from the exit into Lake Victoria when
the race is done in the dark.
suddenly there was a mighty bang and the boom
crashed to the deck. Assuming we had a broken
Martin Jones, Vic Hill and I took Friday afternoon halyard and already suffering a 20% penalty, we
off arriving at Marlay Point late afternoon in time to started the motor again motoring back down the Strait
rig the boat for the short sail across to the mouth of until we found a sheltered spot where we tied up for
the Avon River where we traditionally stay for the the night. Daylight revealed that the damage was
night. It was blowing 25 knots on Lake Wellington, simply the lashing on the reefing line broken away
but up the river it was beautifully sheltered.
where it joins on to the boom. Something that in
daylight we would have spotted and fixed in less than
Next morning we motored in windless conditions to 60 seconds! Things are so much more difficult in the
the club and into the cutting at the side of the club middle of the night!
with a few of the early starters. The day progressed
with sign on, transferring cars and trailers down to The morning dawned on a beautiful day with a light
the finish at Paynesville, lunch and generally lazing northeasterly and the race over for us, we set out by
around waiting for the 5.30 briefing. By mid motor for Paynesville. It was kind of satisfying to see
afternoon the cutting was chockablock with yachts several race competitors tied up at Hollands Landing
sheltering from the 25-knot easterly wind.
as we motored past. But our problems were not over.
At the the top of Lake Victoria near Storm Point, the
We had our last hamburgers, raffle tickets & motor spluttered to a halt. Up went the sails again and
briefing, with the weatherman telling us we would we tacked back to Paynesville in the light wind. We
have strong north easterlies dropping out towards crossed the line around midday and despite having
the middle of the night. The fun started with boats
removed our
trying to manoeuvre out the cutting in a strong
r a c e
easterly and with zero depth and no keels or rudders
nu mbe rs ,
down.
were amused
to discover
Somehow, one by one we all made it out. With a
later
that
good 25 knot easterly and a short steep chop we
they actually
opted for a reef in the main and our smallest jib,
gave us a
which proved to be a good choice. Our start was not
finish time.
spectacular but we made good time across Lake
It
was
Wellington and finally entered McLennan Strait
tempting, but
around 10.30 pm as the wind started to drop out.
given
that
Time to shake out the reef, change back to the big
we had not
genoa and start tacking. We must have tacked a
e v e n
million times at least heading up the 15 km of strait.
rounded
Ra y mo nd
We were three quarters of the way along, towards
Island,
we
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The Annual Marlay Point to Paynesville Night Race continues with Kevin Corcoran’s report
Kevin writes: For the third time in four years, I head to wind and put in a reef meant crossing the

wondered about my sanity completing the entry form
for this ‘notorious’ event. I did not hesitate – even
though I knew it would bring weariness, joy (possibly
even elation), anxiety (possibly downright fear), and
would test the skill and stamina of all foolish enough
to board “Champagne Charlie” for a 7.30 pm start.
The event is the Marlay Point to Paynesville annual
night race. Champagne Charlie is a “Bonito 22” trailer
sailer. Built in 1983, we bought it 2 years ago. Erika
likes sailing, but prefers nice weather and kind sea
conditions, not long overnight races, soI had to find
other foolish crew: long-time friend Darrell from
Sale - keen and experienced Marlay Point race
participant - and Pat, keen, if relatively inexperienced
friend.

paths of large numbers of the fleet still behind us so
we waited till we had more space. We heard the
sound of unstowed gear falling off the bunks,
tumbling about as we tacked for the first 15 minutes
of the race. Muesli mixed with dried fruit makes a
mess when the container breaks open, and contents are
trampled onto the floor and everywhere else.
Eventually we reefed and things were much better.
Wind stayed strong most of the way across Lake
Wellington (strong enough that apparently one of the
rescue boats started taking on too much water, and
had to be rescued itself). The line of lights formed by
other boats were as good a guide as the compass,
while tacking across. A yell of “STARBOARD”
alerted the non-attentive crew of a Nolex 25 before it
barrelled into our side. Now under full main again,
we passed the light marking the approach to
McLennans Strait at 10.05 pm. I was glad we hadn’t
had to raise the spinnaker in the choppy lake
conditions.

A new mainsail ordered a month before the race and
expected to be ready a week beforehand, was finished
early on race day so we had no chance for a trial run!
Waiting for the sail meant the crew, who’d never
sailed on Champagne Charlie, had no chance to learn
the ropes, or launch the spinnaker. So we went into a Once into the Strait, the world was a different place.
night race without any trials of a new mainsail and Boats lined the banks to watch the yachts pass, some
hailing us to stop for refreshments (friends of other
with a crew who’d never set foot on the yacht.
crews trying to tempt us into wasting precious time?).
What actually happened went something like this: We had about
Arrived at Marlay Point 12.30pm. Rigged boat, 10 minutes to
signed on, and launched by 2pm. Tried to find spot in pour thermos
and
sheltered inlet beside club, but no water deep enough coffee
remained unclaimed so motored out to unprotected make toast and
water 100 m offshore and anchored. Easterly about jam, before we
15 to 20 knots, and lake surface resembled a larger getting busy
to
version of inside of washing machine on wash cycle, tacking
the
doing a very dirty load. Fouled a rope the skipper let a void
slip overboard in the prop. Unfouled prop. Waited banks & other
We
for rubber duck to ferry us ashore. Got very wet in boats!
rubber duck going ashore. Drove car and trailer to passed several,
Paynesville. Caught bus (arranged by organisers) and in the
back to Marlay Point to find briefing had started r e l a t i v e l y
before we got back. Met Pat after the briefing (he straight stretch
Hollands
was unable to get to Marlay Point until then). Waded to
out (shoulder depth) and brought boat in closer L a n d i n g ,
(carefully dodging other craft by small margins). tacked close to
wi nd
Collected crew in waist deep water. Motored to Avon t he
River to find sheltered water to dry off. Don night (thanks to the
main),
sailing clothes & raise sails (full main: normal jib). new
Time really short! Hurried to get to start, just in time leaving a large
to sail halfway along the start line (about 500 metres gap behind us.
long!). Tacked starboard and crossed start line in
Still no chance
middle of fleet.
to use the
We soon realised we were a little overpowered. To spinnaker, and
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Marlay Point Champagne Charlie (cont’d)

Little ‘JENNY’ surfs 5m swell & 3m sea to
safety of Bateman’s Bay. Barb & Stan Dean write….

We made Hollands Landing by midnight, to cheers
& compliments from spectators on our progress.
Entering Lake Victoria, I was pleased we hadn’t
switched to the genoa. The wind was strong, and
the Lake quite choppy. We located by torch, lateral
markers leading out at the edge of shallows from
Griffen Point noticing another boat grounded north
of the markers. We stayed close and tacked often, in
fact, the full length of Lake Victoria to Point Turner,
passing Storm Point (opposite Loch Sport) at 1.50
am, and Waddy Point at 2.40 pm. The conditions
east of Waddy Point eased a little. The crew
managed very little rest during the night.

Hi Frank, Stefan and all at Yaringa,
Here we are sitting out a strong wind warning in Bateman’s
Bay. It’s a lovely spot &‘Jenny’ is tied up safely in a marina
We left Yaringa on April 5. Our Ulysses group president
Graeme phoned to wish us safe passage as we motored to
San Remo. Once off-shore we put up all our sails but soon
had to put a reef in the main as we were flying along at 6
knots. We were off Cape Liptrap by nightfall in rather big
swells and seas. By midnight we had 2 reefs in the main as
we rounded the Prom. The autopilot couldn’t handle the
seas so we took turns at the wheel for an hour at a time.

Perhaps accentuated by weariness, conditions
seemed very cold by now, and this seemed the
hardest part of the race. We had been crossing paths
with a larger boat, from a faster division, as we
made long tacks across lake Victoria, and our
interest was sustained keeping just in front. It ended
up falling in behind us, and tacking to shadow us
into Paynesville. As we approached Paynesville, the
wind had all but died out. The larger boat tacked
away from us and followed a course close to the
Paynesville shore, while we steered a course closer
to Point Montague on the Raymond Island side.
We crossed the finish just behind the larger boat at
5.38 am.Faster boats had to do a circuit of
Raymond Island to complete their course.
This year, there was only one stage, enabling crews
to catch up on rest after the main race. A separate
race was held later that weekend for interested
crews. The main event was enough for us in one
weekend! In Division A, we finished 11th on
handicap (12th across the line) out of 46 boats that
finished. Our elapsed time was 10:07:48 - we were
happy with that. The fastest elapsed time in Div A
was 8:41:00, and the slowest 16:16:00. Eight boats
in Div A were listed as “DNF”. Overall, 117 boats
in 5 divisions completed the course, 29 total were
listed as “DNF”. One boat was disqualified (no log).
“We’ll do it all again” says Kevin, “ But even better
next year!” Kevin Corcoran –Champagne Charlie
For further information on this annual event ask at the
Marina office or talk directly to Kenton, Kevin or any other
Yaringa member who has made the pilgrimage to Marlay
Point. (Geoff Peplar of Vectis and John Ramsay of Bedouin
come immediately to mind but there are plenty of others.

Any interest in a Yaringa contingent heading
off to Marlay Point next year? See Frank or Rob

at the Marina office to add to the list of possibles.

The forecast easing of the winds lasted about 2 minutes. All
next day we were surfing down huge swells & raging seas
with the log showing 12 knots. Pretty fast for little ‘Jenny’
as she is rated as a 5-6 knot hull. We were fully reefed with
no headsail at all for this long tumultuous day. Our big
worry was the approaching night sail through rig platforms,
but God was good to us and eased off the seas during the
night just enough to make it possible to steer with less
broaching. Stan kindly pointed out that I didn’t have to
worry about rig supply boats as it was far too rough for
them to be out working! Good one Stan! With the wind
directly astern & a quartering sea it meant you really had to
concentrate. We did a couple of spectacular gybes with loud
bangs as the boom flew across but no damage to the boat.
On the lighter side: our little boat was handling conditions
superbly; the night sky was a mass of stars; we had an
escort of about 20 dolphins; the breaking seas were full of
phosphorescence; and when we did manage to get some
sleep in the forward cabin it was strangely enjoyable as you
could hear the waves racing past the hull, yet you felt so
safe. By morning the winds had eased and we could see
land again, Point Hicks then onto Gabo Island with more
dolphins to greet us. We caught up on sleep and becalmed
off Gabo so had to motor past Green Cape to Eden where
we tied up alongside a trawler fell into bed fully clothed and
slept for four blissful hours before being awoken by the
trawler skipper as he was heading out to sea.
A huge breakfast, a long steamy shower and a well earned
pat on the back of her hull for little ‘Jenny’ our Compass 28
for yet another Bass Strait passage safely behind us!
Fondest regard & safe sailing to all, Stan & Barbara
By way of
contrast Linda
& Duncan
Sandell captured
this shot of Sealy
trying to
overtake ‘In Due
Course’ on our
peaceful
Westernport.
No sign of any
six metre sea in
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Café Yaringa News and Acknowledgements
From near the start of last Summer Mel headed up a Yaringa team which included Brenda, Sandy, Sam, Bronnie,
Miranda, Stephanie, Vicki, Rikki, Moira and others to fire up an initial daytime café/coffee shop service of excellent
coffee, snacks and lunches on Fridays & Weekends. Mel also catered for large groups of visitors, mainly arriving by
boat for morning & afternoon teas. Thanks go to Mel and her team for getting the show on the road after years of
work to gain the necessary approvals and build the café. Major contributions by professional trades people & staff
from within the Yaringa community included the main construction trio of Neville Hard, Jack Richardson ( who
volunteered his time and skills) & Phil Hallo; Dave Reid and the boys from Kinglake (stone & brickwork); Dave
Johnson resident sparky and now keeper of the gatehouse; Kevin Delaney painting & finishing; Tim Eylward tiling;
Duncan Sandell rigging, & of course Huck, Kojak Rob and staff who kept the project moving with tireless efforts,
rain, hail or shine & who now attend to everyday tasks of cleaning (thanks Rikki & Mel) rubbish, firewood etc.etc.
Thanks to those who helped create the atmosphere: Frank Heffernan supplied the tiles, Roy Clark created the
Yaringa lead light porthole window, Chris Aitchinson made the mantelpiece and fire grate, Hamish Turnbull
donated the antique Baltic cabinet. Thanks to members who supplied the collection of impressive nautical items.
As winter approached Sally & Bernard Ricca
formerly of the Smokehouse in Mt Martha
appeared on the scene, offering full restaurant
meals for both lunch and dinner & extending
licensed dining to include Thursdays. They have
proven to be a phenomenal success, booking out so
far every
weekend. This, in a sense has transformed the Café
as you can appreciate. So Stefan is now exploring
ways to ensure that a range of styles of food
service is available at the Harbour with areas
for coffee& cakes, bar service etc and ways to
meet other perceived me mber needs and
activities.
With extension of opening hours came a need for
Thanks to all who have patronised Café Yaringa.
additional night security. Bob Langdon (Jocka 11)
was recently appointed night security officer so, if suddenly confronted by a torch in your face, relax it’s just Bob
looking after your interests with evening security checks. Thanks Bob. And also Dave Johnson in the gatehouse.

The Yacht Club Scene

Cartoon Supplied By Allan Coxson
who assures us that the name in the tagline is entirely fictional !

Ye Olde Seamanship Quiz
Answers:
1.
b
2.
a
3.
c
4.
b
5.
a
6.
b
7.
b
8.
b
9.
a
10.
c
11.
c.
12
b
13
a
14
c
15.the Helmsman's
name was West.

How did you fare?
If you had 15 correct
you may be eligible for a

Coxsons Certificate
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YARINGA BOAT SALES
For those who don’t know, the answer is yes! Yaringa Boat Sales has changed
hands once again. In December ‘01’ Merilyn and myself (commonly known as Reel
Phil or the bloke that runs the Charter Boat) took on the task of running the
Brokerage in conjunction with our other business, Reel Adventure Fishing
Charters.
So far we have been very successful in managing to lift the profile of the Brokerage
with the introduction of New Boat Sales, which include the Roberts Range in Kit
Form, 22’ SABRE Trailer Sailer, Tenders – Fibreglass and inflatables both hard
and soft bottom. We will also be re-introducing the sale of second hand boat items
that was originally started by Alan Hurst, SO IF YOU HAVE ANY TRASH OR
TREASURE THAT YOU WANT TO CONVERT INTO CASH BRING IT
DOWN AND WE WILL ENDEAVOUR TO SELL IT FOR YOU!
Just a brief note on
the Roberts Range:
Kits are available
for the 19’, 22’ and
24’5”
Trai l er
Sailers and also the
39’
and
46’
Catamarans.
The 22’ Sabre
Trailer Sailer is
going to be locally
produced at Yaringa
and will be sold in
both finished and kit form. If you would like to find out more information about the
Sabre go to www.sabreyachts.com.au where you can view the first of the Sabres.
For those who are around during Winter you might see a transformation of our
office so if you are doing nothing grab a hammer and come and watch us!
(badgering costs extra!!).

We look forward to your support and your BOATS in the future.
If you are thinking about selling or buying please don’t hesitate to
contact us on

5977 3004.

STOCK URGENTLY NEEDED!!!!!!!
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Introducing a New Boat Repairer and Builder at Yaringa: Anthony Fromhold

SOUTHERN PENINSULA MARINE SERVICES
has just moved to Yaringa Boat Harbour: Workshop 8
Southern Peninsula Marine Services offers you a wide range of Power Boat and
Yacht repairs. We refit vessels, respray, antifoul, do fiberglass repair work,
window resealing, and just about any job needed to your asset. If we can’t do it we
will recommend somebody who can. Anthony, the owner/operator has been
building & repairing boats for many years and dealing with vessels on a broad
spectrum from cleaning to skippering and engineering an eighty-six foot private
motor yacht and other various other vessels. He has also cruised the South Pacific,
and has delivered a number of different vessels world wide as skipper.
Southern Peninsula Marine Services has just completed a Thompson 8.7m racing
yacht the first to be built in Australia. It comprises a composite hull & deck, carbon
mast & bow prod which rotates through the bow. We also have on the drawing
board a 9.5m Mark Mills design, which we’ll hopefully begin building in July.

Thompson 8.7m

We look forward to being able to supply Yaringa Boat Harbour members
with the boat repair business people with boats deserve.
For further details & quotes please phone our Workshop 59773848
Mobile 0410 441 921 After Hours 5983 9353
email : fromhold@bigpond.com
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MAGNIT ATTRACTED TO YARINGA
Magnit Marine has relocated its Home base to Yaringa Boat Harbour.
Magnit Marine is owned by Graeme Cole who before starting his own Business
was involved in the Diesel Engine Market. The core Business is based around the
Sales of Diesel powered Cruisers & Nanni diesel Repowers as well as Ancillary
Product lines like Diesel Fuel conditioners & Faria Gauges.
"We have found that it isn't always possible (nor healthy J ) to go "head to head"
with the big boys on New Boat sales." Graeme said. It is for this reason that we
have concentrated on finding "niche's" in the Market.
The ARVOR20 was a good example of filling a niche'. We have sold 60 of these
Diesel, shaft drive vessels here in Australia since the Boat was released 3 Years
ago. Twelve of these 60
have been sold by Magnit in
the past 15 months into
Victoria. The interesting
commonality with all 12
owners was….
They all had larger Boats
previously & were looking
to downsize, they all have
had bad experiences with
Stern drives and were only
interested in Shaft drive &
finally would only ever go to
Sea
with
Diesel
powerplants.
The "big sister" of the ARVOR20 is the ARVOR25 and is being released at this
Years Sydney Boat show. The A25 employs many of the same exceptional traits as
the A20 but is faster, more powerful, seaworthy and robust.
The semi-displacement style underbody ensures there is no planing hump to
breach; rather the hull lifts progressively and accelerates flat and fast. This we find
is ideal when setting a hull speed to suit prevailing sea conditions, crossing bars
or trolling. The six cylinder 210hp MerCruiser Diesel produces a top speed of 28 29 knots at 3500 rpm. A comfortable cruise speed of 21 knots is delivered @ 2800
rpm.
At speed the hull turns level and runs as though it is on rails (same with the A20),
again thanks to the moulded keel. The high topsides make the Boat incredibly dry
but any spray that does enter the cockpit is quickly removed by the large scuppers
at the stern. The A25 also has a transom door allowing easy transition to or from
the large boarding / swimming platform.
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MAGNIT ATTRACTED TO YARINGA
The next Boat that
Magnit has the
Exclusive Sales
Distributorship for, is
the Steber built
PERSUADER 2200.
Once again this Boat
fills a neat little niche. It
is one of the few 22
footers in Australia that
is Diesel, shaft drive &
trailerable.
It has 2 Engine Options 30hp giving you
Displacement
performance of 5-9 knots, and a larger 2.2 litre 50hp which gets the Persuader up
onto the plane and delivers a speed range of 5 -15 knots.
Due to it's extremely large flared bow, the Boat is extremely seaworthy and allows
for a spacious forward lockable Cabin. There is an enclosed head and generous
sized Galley. Other standard features include a well constructed transom door as
well as Storm covers. Optional Extras include Electric Capstan, camper Covers,
pressurised Hot & Cold water and rear settee.
Continuing on with the Diesel shaft drive theme is the SUNBIRD 8 a Motor Sailer
built here at Yaringa by Kentfield Marine. Magnit has recently been appointed Sales
Agent and plans to Market them Australia wide incorporating similar Sales
strategies as used with all the other niche Boats. “The fact that this Boat was
designed & built purely for the reason that there was nothing ( and is still nothing )
else on the Market tells me that such a Motor Sailor is needed”, said Graeme.
All of the Boats mentioned above (excluding the ARVOR25) are powered by Nanni
Diesels and so there is additional synergy's for Magnit Marine to have the Nanni
Agency down here. The Nanni Diesel range extends from 10 - 170hp and all engines
are supplied with Flexible mounts, Gearbox, Wet exhaust elbow, all electric's,
instrument Panel, 60 amp Alternator & 3 Year Warranty.
For any one interested in Repowering their existing Boat. Magnit is offering a Winter
Repower special. If you purchase a 10, 14, 21or 29hp Engine before the Melbourne
Boat Show, you will receive an Installation Kit @ NO CHARGE. Included in the Kit
is…… 25 mm shaft coupling, Genuine Nanni Exhaust Muffler, 3 Mtrs Exhaust hose,
Exhaust hull fitting, Battery Box, Sea Water Intake Kit, Primary Fuel Filter, Fuel
hose / clamps, Single lever control and 2 x 3 metre Engine Cables.
Magnit is situated between the Chandlery & Used Boat Sales and if you have a
spare few minutes, call in and say Hi to Graeme. He is keen to meet the "Yaringa
clan". Office number is 59 773 999 & Web site is www.magnit.com.au.
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Use
Usethis
thiswinter
winterfor
forpreventative
preventativemaintenance!
maintenance!
Book now with the professionals at Yaringa Boat Services.
Does your boat trailer
need bearings, springs,
tyres or other repairs?
Contact Kojak at

Kojak’s Boatshed

Has your outboard
motor been serviced
recently? Call Rob
Kelly, outboard
specialist at
SUPREME MARINE

5977 3027

5977 3066

Boat Detailing a Speciality

FOR ALL BOAT
REPAIRS &
MAINTENANCE

Contact Anthony Fromhold

Southern Peninsula
Marine Services
Workshop 8

5977 3848

Free Quotes
Mob 0410 441 921

DOES YOUR ENGINE
NEED A SERVICE?
For Diesel Engines call
Mike Van Berlo at
KDR
Diesel Maintenance

100% sure why not have
it checked without cost or
obligation by SUPERIOR

SPARS & RIGGING Pty Ltd.
Linda and Duncan Sandell
have 30 years experience in
mast building and yacht
rigging for a large range of
yachts of all types and sizes.
They can provide stainless
steel & alloy fabrications &
stock fittings & rigging
products at Unit 6

5977 3107

Yaringa Boat Services.

or call in to

Call Linda or Duncan

Workshop 3

5977 3991 or
0412802335

Need boat covers or
cushions made or
repaired?

Is your electrical
Tarja of MERMAID
system and electronic MARINE SEWING in
equipment in good Workshop 2 will attend
to your upholstery
running order?
Bob Clow of CLOW
MARINE ELECTRONICS
can check your boat to help
ensure trouble free starting
and smooth cruising. For
p r o b l e m s o l vi n g
or
supplying & fitting new
gear, for which he has the
agency of most major
brands, call Bob or Mel at
the Clow Marine Electronics
Centre, Yaringa Boat
Harbour.

Is Your Rigging Safe
& Secure? If you’re not

needs. Phone Tarja

59773399

for any marine sewing
Yaringa staff are ready to
slip, pressure wash &
antifoul your boat . Call
Frank or Rob on 5977 4154
to book a cradle & slip date.

For MARINE SURVEY
call Bruce 0407 331 544

Have you checked
& updated all your
safety gear lately?
Doug & Heather at the
Y A R I N G A
CHANDLERY carry a
wide range of boating
items equipment and
everything you need
for boat maintenance
& repairs including
antifoul & paints They
sell fishing licences,
bait, ice and soft
drinks. Call Doug or
Heather.

